The artists’ residence Schloß Balmoral in Bad Ems is an institution incorporated in the Stiftung Rheinland-Pfalz für Kultur (Foundation for Culture, Rhineland-Palatinate), from where it receives its funding. It is a place for artistic production, meeting and discussion. Since its foundation in 1995, Schloß Balmoral has seen various work projects including the disciplines of painting, graphic design, sculpture, installation, photography, video and the new media. Visual artists and artists from Rhineland-Palatinate as well as national and international artists are sponsored through the award of Artist-in-residence scholarships and project, foreign and exchange scholarships.

I spent August through December as a guest and visiting artist/professor. I was able to use Wagner’s castle as a base where I explored central Europe adding to my night photography project.

Some of the cities where I worked:
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The two main areas of curriculum development that I have been addressing in recent years are emerging technologies in the field of visual arts and the veracity of photographic imaging with regards to historical documentation.

In order to achieve these objectives, my method was to organize and execute a visual anthropological photographic project utilizing the most current technology from capture to media delivery and presentation in the form of a monograph publication.

I began by investigating the change from the modernist view of 19th and 20th century photographic documentation to the late 20th century post-structuralist view of the
personal document. In direct contrast to structuralism's claims of culturally independent meaning, post-structuralists typically view culture as inseparable from meaning. Most early photographic practitioners and theorist shared the assumption that structural relationships between concepts vary between different cultures and that these relationships can be usefully exposed and explored. Most recently, photography driven by Art criticism and the movement towards a response theory approach has produced cultural examinations that are more personal and insider in their scope. The reader creates the meaning not the writer so to speak. What does one have to say, with any accuracy; outside of one’s personal experience is the question. Earlier photographers believed in the veracity of recorded images describing an unfamiliar culture, even though they were short-term examinations subject to ethnocentric bias. Contemporary photographic records tend to be long-term personal examinations that use gender, socio-economic and cultural differences as part of the evidence. Even when we look to historians to reflect a cultures’ personality there is often an undercurrent of agenda in the mix. Occasionally art inadvertently captures a living cultures personality precisely because of its preoccupation with contemporary opinions and values.

My Photographic project consisted of three areas:

1) Street Corners: from ground level, predominantly at night.
2) Tribalism: Street corner and pub portraits and images of behavior in various environments.
3) Fort Worth Texas documentary: I returned to the U.S. on two occasions where I continued my family’s historical documentary project.

If a picture is worth a thousand words, as the cliche goes, then Fort Worth photographer Byrd Williams IV probably has about 10 million fascinating words in his collection. The boxes and files of photos and negatives at his downtown Dallas apartment fill up floor-to-ceiling racks, and he keeps more files in air-conditioned storage. The stories they tell are the history of Fort Worth and Texas, going back more than a century and continuing to this day.

Williams' family has been taking photographs for four generations. His great-grandfather came to Texas from Tennessee in the late 1870s and set up a hardware and dry goods store in Gainesville. Back then, hardware stores sold camera equipment, and Byrd IV's great-grandfather fooled around a bit taking pictures, using unwieldy but often high-quality photographic plates. Byrd IV has about 40 or 50 of his great-grandfather's plates and his photos of the store and family members and houses they lived in.

The first Byrd Williams' largest contribution to photography, however, wasn't his own pictures. It was the wooden, large-format view camera he gave to his son, Byrd Jr. That started a familial love of photography - as art, profession, and means of expression - that has lasted through three namesake descendants. Byrd IV may be the last in that particular line, since his two adult sons have followed other careers.
"My grandfather, father, and I all started in photography at about age seven," Byrd IV said. "And because we all started so young, we were able to experiment quite a bit artistically."

Byrd Williams Jr. studied engineering at the University of Texas in Austin and made money on the side by shooting portraits. He graduated in 1907, and from his first engineering job on, he used his photographic skills to capture the workers, history, and surroundings of his projects. That first job was in El Paso, where he took historic photos of Mexican outlaw Pancho Villa. His next job was as an engineer for the City of Fort Worth, and he documented the spread of the city's network of roads and bridges, as well as the growth of downtown and neighborhoods during the early 20th century.

Byrd III studied at Texas Christian University in the early 1930s but never graduated. Instead he started working in photo labs. He also did freelance photojournalism and just satisfied his curiosity through pictures. He eventually started his own studio, shooting portraits and doing photo finishing. Like his father, Byrd III was intrigued by Cowtown but concentrated on everyday images: street scenes downtown, cars in the snow, neighbors, and iconic-looking folks from all walks of life.

Byrd IV, now 58, graduated from Texas Christian University in 1973 with a degree in business management. He continued the family tradition, working in his father's studio as well as shooting photographs for his own enjoyment. He has been a photography professor at the Collin County Community College District for 20 years now.

He has shot for televangelists and does investigative photo work for local attorneys. He travels to Europe two or three times a year to take pictures that chronicle the commonalities of life there. In addition, twice in the last decade he has been named artist-in-residence at a premier German art institute, spending a year based in the town of Bad Ems each time. An art museum in Trier, Germany - a sister city to Fort Worth - exhibits his work.

His interests are all over the map: streets scenes of cities in Europe and this country, local landmarks, strange-looking drinkers in Texas bars, guns and violence. Then there's his collection of photographs of bathrooms. "You can tell more about someone by going into their bathroom and looking around," he said.

The four generations of Byrds have all used the same kind of large-format cameras, heavy and clumsy, usually set on a tripod. They require long-term exposures - sometimes as long as 40 minutes. But the results are crisp, finely detailed prints that digital photography cannot even come close to. Byrd IV uses digital equipment at times but prefers the older models.

His first camera, a gift from his father for Christmas in 1958, was a Kodak Pony. But the cameras he has made his career with date from 1895 and 1936 and use very large negatives (the 1895 model uses negatives that are 12 x 20 inches). In this digital age, it's hard to find the film sometimes, but suppliers are still out there.
"I use the digital equipment at times, but what these old cameras pick up is truly amazing," he said. "After I make the print, I see things that my own eyes couldn't even see when I made the picture. There are textures in buildings that you wouldn't notice and expressions on faces that these modern cameras don't capture."

Byrd IV estimates he has about 10,000 negatives and prints from the four generations of his family. But that is only about 60 percent of the total. His mother has kept some of his dad's work (Byrd III died in 1985), and a cousin has family photographs in London, The Amon G. Carter Museum has about 30 prints, and Tarrant County acquired some years ago that hang in the first floor of the historic main courthouse. The Fort Worth Library has about 150 prints from Byrd IV's 1995 book, "Fort Worth's Legendary Landmarks."

One unique aspect of the Williams family's combined body of work is that it includes photos of the same people and places over time, giving a long perspective on the changes Fort Worth has gone through. "I've shot street scenes in Fort Worth that my grandfather shot almost 100 years ago," Byrd IV said. "But we also all have had an interest in everyday people, shooting cooks and waitresses, kids playing in every generation, portraits of neighbors."

For now, Byrd is overseeing the collection, but he's listening to some interested museum curators who would like to acquire a large part of it. He shows at local galleries occasionally (he presented some of the family work at the South Side's Arts Goggle show last spring), but his teaching and forays into Europe keep him very busy.

"Right now, we just want to keep as much of the collection intact as we can," he said. "But as I get older, I am going to want to take the necessary steps to make sure it is preserved. We'll see what happens."

The photographs in our print edition of necessity, only brush the surface of the Williams photographer's work. A larger selection is included below and there are more on Byrd IV's web site at www.byrdwilliams.com.

Those interested in obtaining prints or in the collection in general can contact Byrd IV at bwilliams@ccccd.edu .
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**Artist Lecture**

‘History of Photography’

**DIGITAL VIDEO research**

In preparation for my sabbatical I attended two video workshops with two goals in mind. Digital video is increasingly becoming the avant-garde of fine art exhibition mediums. I work on new curriculum for a university transfer, fine art digital video course.

**History**

**About the building**

The three-floored villa was built as a grand place of residence in 1867 on request of the Russian lord of the manor, Basile von Miahkoff from St. Petersburg. Von Miahkoff named his property the »Villa Diana« after the Roman goddess of hunting. The neighbouring Swiss-styled half-timbered house is still called that today, and was, at one time, a part of the property. The spaciously designed building, built in an early Italian renaissance style with neo-Gothic influences, is dominated by an octagonal centre tower and is flanked by two side towers, which face the Lahn river. A surrounding battlement gives the grand building added character, and its grandiose overall image is highlighted by a flight of outdoor steps flanked by lions and cast iron balustrades with adornments.

*Byrd Williams*
In 1872 the property was put up for sale by Miahkoff, and it changed its owner several times up to 1882. The complex was finally bought by Georg Lang. Coming from a family of hoteliers he constructed one of the finest noble hotels in the spa town of Bad Ems, it was called »Schloß Balmoral«. King Alexander of Serbia, Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov, Richard Wagner and Francisco d' Andrade all counted among the most prominent guests in the house. The health resort existed until 1935, after that the owners used it as a tenement building. The villa became a place of architectural conservation in 1983, before the district of Rhein-Lahn bought it in 1989 and completed a use and occupation contract with the »Foundation for Culture in the federal state of Rheinland-Pfalz« in November 1994. As an institution for sponsoring visual artists and artists, the artists’ residence, Schloß Balmoral, is unique among the places of cultural interest in the federal state of Rhineland-Palatinate. As a consequence of this, the house has become a regional and international forum for cultural events.